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Factors for the use of AI at the workplace: technological performance of
AI, the regulatory framework and
whether AI can be integrated into
production and labour processes.

An uncontrolled digitisation with AI
on the top threatens to throw our
work-oriented society off its current
“balance”. A laissez-faire policy would
not be a good path towards a digitised work-oriented society.

An AI impact assessment should action on a suitable political-regulatory
framework, transparency about objectives and operating modes of AI,
participation and qualification of employees in the use of AI.
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1
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we would like to determine the main
dimensions
of would
a like
work-focused
of
In this paper, we
to determine assessment
the main dimenprogressive
digital technologies
general digital
(and
sions
of a work-focused
assessment ofinprogressive
specifically ofin AI)
as they
used in of
theAI)
digital
worktechnologies
general
(andare
specifically
as they
are
oriented
society.
Thework-oriented
goal is to define
the The
necessity
used in the
digital
society.
goal isand
to
scope
of necessity
activitiesandrequired
a comprehensive
define the
scope of for
activities
required for a
technology
impact
assessment.
first dimension
comprehensive
technology
impact The
assessment.
The first
includes
technology
itself itself
andits
and
dimension the
includes
the technology
andtechnical
its technical
economic
potential.
AI isAIpart
of digitisation
processes,
and
economic
potential.
is part
of digitisation
processes,
themare
arehard
hardto
to separate.
separate. Therefore,
Therefore,
and and
the the
twotwo
of of
them
we will
at the
of AI and
theand
technowillfirst
firstlook
look
at development
the development
of AI
the
logical limitations
of its applicability
in order to
technological
limitations
of its applicability
in make
order the
to
issue more
tangible
further for
analyses
in analyses
the labour
make
the issue
morefortangible
further
in conthe
text.
The
second The
dimension
the workplace
itself.
How is
labour
context.
secondisdimension
is the
workplace
AI
used
in particular
and situations
what labour-related,
itself.
How
is AI usedsituations
in particular
and what
political, and organisational
does it
affect?does
The
labour-related,
political, and changes
organisational
changes
third
dimension
is macroeconomic:
will the automation
it affect?
The third
dimension is macroeconomic:
will
potential
lead to technological
or will AI
the
automation
potential unemployment,
lead to technological
bring about growth
and AI
employment
for all
and at
a
unemployment,
or will
bring about
growth
and
higher level? Or
heighten
the polarisation
employment
for will
all itand
at a higher
level? Orthat
willthe
it
first
waves the
of automation
and digitisation
have already
heighten
polarisation
that the first
waves set
of
in motion? Inand
ourdigitisation
view, thesehave
threealready
dimensions
fundaautomation
set inare
motion?
mental
the these
continuation
of the technology
impact asIn
our for
view,
three dimensions
are fundamental
sessment
in the course
of ongoing
digitisation,
and they
for the continuation
of the
technology
impact assessment
canthe
guide
areas of
of political
which will
elaborain
course
ongoing action
digitisation,
andbethey
can
ted
onareas
in the last
guide
ofsection.
political
action
which
will
be elaborated on in the last section.

Digitisation has accelerated the transformation of labour.
Digitisation
accelerated
the
transformation
labour.
Even
thoughhas
work
today is still
prone
to changes,of
there
are
Even though
work
todaywhich
is stillthe
prone
to changes,
certain
periods
during
changes
occur there
more
are certain
during which
the changes occur
rapidly.
In periods
this process,
the implementation
of more
new
rapidly. In thisplays
process,
implementation
of new techtechnologies
an the
important
role; however,
this
nologiestakes
plays an
important
always
place
withinrole;
thehowever,
context this
of always
(and tain
kes place within
context
of (and
interaction
with)
interaction
with) the
other
social
and incultural
changes
other circumstances.
social and cultural
changesshould
and circumstances.
Digiand
Digitisation
also be perceived
tisation
perceived
of new forin the should
milieualso
of benew
formsin theofmilieu
globalisation,
ms of globalisation,
demographic
development,
changes
demographic
development,
changes
in education,
and,
in education,
and, alast
butinnot
least,people’s
a shift in
working
last
but not least,
shift
working
values.
people’s values.
A qualitatively new technological stage has begun under
A
new technological
stage
thequalitatively
label of “artificial
intelligence”
(AI)has
as begun
part ofunder
the
the
label of “artificial
intelligence”
(AI) as partused
of the
imimplementation
of certain
digital technologies
within
plementation
of certain
digitalAItechnologies
usedterm
within
the
labour context
in society.
is the collective
for
the
labour context
society.
AI is the
collective
term for
algorithms
which in can
process
large
volumes
of
algorithms
which can
volumes and
of data
and
data and which
are process
capablelarge
of learning
finding
which
aresolutions
capableautonomously.
of learning and
complex
AI finding
has the complex
ability to soluselftions
autonomously.
AI has
the ability toby
self-optimise
and
optimise
and can be
characterised
an immanent
can be characterised
by an immanent
complexity
and
complexity
and non-transparent
approaches
(“Black
non-transparent
approaches AI(“Black
This distinBox”).
This distinguishes
from Box”).
other instruments
guishes AI digital
from other
(including
tools)
(including
tools)instruments
that have been
used digital
thus far.
At
that
have been
usedAIthus
far. Atcan
theorganise,
company manage,
level, AI
the company
level,
systems
systems
can organise,
manage,
and control
labour.
Thesea
and control
labour. These
systems
can also
create
systems
can alsoand
create
a self-organising
and
optimising
self-organising
optimising
structure of
business
and
structure
of business and
relationships,
as is done,
labour relationships,
as labour
is done,
for example,
on
for
example,
on labour
application
AI
labour
platforms.
The platforms.
applicationThe
of AI
systems inofthe
systems
in the labour
context
thus leads to
qualitative
and
labour context
thus leads
to qualitative
and
quantitative
quantitative
changes
in turn, an
require
an adaptation
changes
which,
in which,
turn, require
adaptation
of the
of the regulatory
framework
well
as ofrelationships.
labour relationregulatory
framework
as well as of
labour
ships.
Particularly on the macroeconomic and industry-wide level,
on arisen
the macroeconomic
leaParticularly
question has
– in addition toand
the industry-wide
issue of the new
vel,
a question
– in additionemployment
to the issueimpact
of the
quality
of work has
– ofarisen
what quantitative
new quality
of what
quantitative
employment
would
occurofif work
AI as– well
as other
digital technologies
impact would
occur if AIinto
as well
as other
digital However,
technoloincreasingly
penetrated
business
processes.
gies discussion
increasinglyabout
penetrated
into business
processes.
the
the potential
impact on
overall
However, theis discussion
the potential
impact on
employment
very variedabout
and inconsistent
in Germany
as
overall
is very
variedThe
andpredictions
inconsistentofinwhat
Gerwell
as employment
in many other
countries.
many asAI
well
as in many will
otherhave
countries.
The predictions
effects
involvement
on employment
vary
of what effects
AI involvement
willprospects
have on of
employment
strongly:
this is also
related to the
putting AI
vary
this is also related to the prospects of putto usestrongly:
and its potential.
ting AI to use and its potential.
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2
AI AND THE TECHNOLOGICAL
LIMITATIONS OF ITS APPLICABILITY
The methods of AI were made possible by the connection
The
methods
of AI were madehardware,
possible bybig
the connection
between
high-performance
data, and
between high-performance
big data, and
machimachine-learning
procedureshardware,
(algorithm-based
processes).
ne-learning
procedures
(algorithm-based
processes).
While
While
the term
“artificial
intelligence” was
coined in
the
the
termthe
“artificial
intelligence”
was coined
the 1950s,
1950s,
most significant
procedures
usedin today
have
the
significant
procedures
used few
todaydecades.
have been
debeenmost
developed
only
in the past
These
veloped
only in the
pastmade
few decades.
developments
were
possibleThese
by developments
advances in
were
made (smaller
possible by
hardware
and
hardware
andadvances
faster inchips
and (smaller
thus more
faster
chips power)
and thusand
more
processing
power)
and software
processing
software
(better
algorithms).
The
(better
The AIcurrent
of AI
goes
current algorithms).
application of
goes application
beyond the
previous
beyondofthethe
previous
forms
of the machine
processingand
of
forms
machine
processing
of information
information
allows the computer-controlled
analysis of
allows
the and
computer-controlled
analysis of increasingly
increasingly
complex environments
and processes.
The decomplex
environments
and processes.
The development
velopment
storage technology,
processing
and
in storage intechnology,
processing
power, power,
and speed
speed
have outlined
a qualitative
advancementfrom
from what
have outlined
a qualitative
advancement
a predominantly
theoretical
approach
to appliused totobebe
a predominantly
theoretical
approach
to
cation-oriented AI. AI.
application-oriented

occasional and partly experimental use. Therefore, we are
ment of specific
areas
of AI
applicationofinspecific
recent years
primarily
interested
in the
development
areas to
of
delineate
the practical
potential
technology.
AI
application
in recent
years of
to the
delineate
the practical
potential of the technology.
Machine learning is a relatively well-developed and significant application
in diverse
production fields.
Machine
learningarea
is of
a AI
relatively
well-developed
and
With
the aid
of machine
learning,
tasks in
significant
application
area
of AI cross-sectional
in diverse production
enterprises
control using
AI, for
example: (1)
fields.
Withare
theeasier
aid oftomachine
learning,
cross-sectional
higher-level
recognition
actions
enables
tasks
in enterprises
areofeasier
to which
control
using abstract
AI, for
recognition(1)ofhigher-level
comparable recognition
situations (pattern
recognition)
example:
of actions
which
as
well asabstract
(2) handling
of extremely
data volumes.
This
enables
recognition
of large
comparable
situations
means that
machine aslearning
it possible
to use
(pattern
recognition)
well as makes
(2) handling
of extremely
examples
observations
to drawthat
conclusions
make
large
dataand
volumes.
This means
machineand
learning
generalisations
which,
unlike
memorising
storamakes
it possible
to use
examples
and (immediate
observations
to
ge), can
help propose
transfer
solutions to
various
situdraw
conclusions
and and
make
generalisations
which,
unlike
ations.
Typical
practical storage),
application
include and
tarmemorising
(immediate
can areas
help propose
get-specific
advertising
and marketing,
logistics,
transfer
solutions
to various
situations.
Typicalpredictive
practical
maintenance,areas
customer
relationship
management,
andand
peapplication
include
target-specific
advertising
ople analytics.
For example,
user data
such as purchase
or
marketing,
logistics,
predictive
maintenance,
customer
search
behaviour
across different
can help autorelationship
management,
and platforms
people analytics.
For
matically produce
This isorone
of the
reasons
example,
user datasimilar
such offers.
as purchase
search
behaviour
why
thedifferent
distribution
phase can
of the
supply
chain (advertising,
across
platforms
help
automatically
produce
the
Internet,
relationships)
and
learsimilar
offers.and
Thiscustomer
is one of the
reasons why
themachine
distribution
ning are
an supply
interdependent
relationship.
phase
ofinthe
chain (advertising,
the Internet, and
customer relationships) and machine learning are in an
In many other contexts,
AI methods currently mark the
interdependent
relationship.
technological boundary of digitisation in the business and
labour
There
is still a currently
big gap mark
between
In
manyenvironments.
other contexts,
AI methods
the
appreciating the
potential
the technology
the specitechnological
boundary
ofofdigitisation
in theand
business
and
fic
application
of AI in the
workplace.
spite
this, it is
labour
environments.
There
is still a Inbig
gapof between
conceivable that
– and along
it the “intelligent”
diappreciating
theAIpotential
of with
the technology
and the
gitisationapplication
of the labour
the foreseeable
specific
of AIworld
in the in
workplace.
In spitefuture
of this,–
will
increasingly that
and AI
essentially
change.
a way,
this is alit is conceivable
– and along
with(In
it the
”intelligent”
ready takingofplace.)
Thereworld
has been
development
digitisation
the labour
in theevident
foreseeable
future –
and increasingly
application potential
in the growing
of
will
and essentially
change. predictability
(In a way, this
processes
labour-related
areas has
as production,
serviis
alreadyin such
taking
place.) There
been evident
ces, administration,
and agriculture.
Theinprecision
level,
development
and application
potential
the growing
however, has of
suffered
mostly
fact that AI asareas
such
predictability
processes
in from
suchthelabour-related
is hard production,
to gauge and measure,
business and work
as
services,and many
administration,
and
processes (in The
whichprecision
AI could level,
be integrated)
similarly
diagriculture.
however,are
has
suffered
fficult
quantify,
which
in their
difficult
coding.and
mostlytofrom
the fact
thatresults
AI as such
is hard
to gauge
measure, and many business and work processes (in
Despite AI
thecould
lively debate
about the potential
of AI
to fundawhich
be integrated)
are similarly
difficult
to
mentally change
our society
the working
quantify,
which results
in theirand
difficult
coding. world, the
specific effects of AI on the labour context are still under-researched, which is why the discourse tends to be

Despite the numerous contributions to the debate about
“general-purpose
“general-purpose AI”,
AI” ,for
forexample,
example,inin popular
popular culture,
culture, AI
its limitations
whenwhen
it comes
autonohas always
alwaysreached
reached
its limitations
it to
comes
to
mous understanding
and comprehension,
that is, that
“intelliautonomous
understanding
and comprehension,
is,
gence” as opposed
to pattern
recognition.
Even the
“intelligence”
as opposed
to pattern
recognition.
Evenmost
the
trivial
correlations
can quickly
overload
an AI an
system.
Even
most trivial
correlations
can quickly
overload
AI system.
with
data sets,
enormous
data combinaEven manageable
with manageable
datathesets,
the enormous
data
tion
possibilities
can quickly
produce
uncontrollable
vocombination
possibilities
can quickly
produce
uncontrollable
lumes. ForFor
now,
such
a data
explosion
phenomenon
can
volumes.
now,
such
a data
explosion
phenomenon
onlyonly
be addressed
with the
aid the
of heuristics
and the calcucan
be addressed
with
aid of heuristics
and
lation
of probabilities.
This means,
however,
that even
the
calculation
of probabilities.
This means,
however,
that
though
the results
of suchofprocesses
could becould
goodbe
enough
even though
the results
such processes
good
to
outperform
humans, they
are notthey
flawless
unenough
to outperform
humans,
are and
not some
flawless
certainty
about
their performance
will always
remain. This
and
some
uncertainty
about their
performance
will
does notremain.
principally
notion ofcontradict
intelligentthe
acalways
Thiscontradict
does notthe
principally
tion,
because
human action,
action is
also uncertain
by definition
notion
of intelligent
because
human action
is also
in that it produces
incomplete
information.
In turn,
this is
uncertain
by definition
in that
it produces
incomplete
one of the reasons
forthis
the is
limited
practical
applicability
of
information.
In turn,
one of
the reasons
for the
individual
AI systems.
limited
practical
applicability of individual AI systems.
There
uncertainty
whenwhen
predicting
the furtherfurther
deveThere is isalsoalso
uncertainty
predictingthe
lopment of AI,
which
does
notnot
inhibit
development
of AI,
which
does
inhibitsome
somepeople
peoplefrom
from
granting AIAItoo much
in the workin environment
granting
too potential
much
potential
the work
and endorsing
it without
restriction.
As of
today, genuine
environment
and
endorsing
it without
restriction.
As of
AI
applications
very businesses
limited or
today,
genuinein most
AI businesses
applicationsare either
in most
still being
for implementation
in the future,
are either
very projected
limited or
are still being projected
for
albeit mostly forinonly
implementation
theoccasional
future, and
albeitpartly
mostlyexperimental
for only
use. Therefore, we are primarily interested in the develop3
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Despite theSome
livelyofdebate
about the
potential of
to
anecdotal.
the anecdotes
are presented
by AI developers,
whosechange
aim it our
is tosociety
fully mechanise
humanworld,
intellifundamentally
and the working
gence:
an ambitious
desirable
for some,
but are
an
the
specific
effects and
of AI
on thegoal
labour
context
ambivalent
and dystopian
objective
Nilstends
Nilsson,
still under-researched,
which
is why for
theothers.
discourse
to
abepioneer
in AISome
and robotics,
defined this
as “[the]
anecdotal.
of the anecdotes
are goal
presented
by
complete
automation
of economically
important
jobs” (NilAI
developers,
whose
aim it is to
fully mechanise
sson
2005:
69). Nilsson
proposed and
that desirable
an “employment
human
intelligence:
an ambitious
goal for
test”
helpambivalent
measure what
of human
work might
some,could
but an
andshare
dystopian
objective
for
be acceptably
performed
by aninAIAIsystem.
AI systems
woothers.
Nils Nilsson,
a pioneer
and robotics,
defined
uld only
need as
to pass
the same
qualification
tests as people
this
goal
“[the]
complete
automation
of
are required to important
pass to be allowed
to do special
jobs. 69).
Cureconomically
jobs” (Nilsson
2005:
rent versions
of such that
tests have
to the conclusion
that
Nilsson
proposed
an“ come
employment
test” could
in knowledge-based
AI human
is becoming
help
measure what careers,
share of
workincreasingly
might be
competitive and
has a more
acceptably
performed
by vertical
an AIoutreach
system. inAIenterprises
systems
(Webb
Muro et
2019).
would 2019;
only need
to al.pass
the same qualification tests
as people are required to pass to be allowed to do
These
other
tests, however,
suffer
from
a whole
specialand
jobs.
Current
versions of
such
tests
have range
come
of methodological
which can strongly
reduce
to
the conclusion restrictions
that in knowledge-based
careers,
AI
their
validity. Inincreasingly
particular, the
performed and
jobs and
are
is becoming
competitive
has tasks
a more
frequently
described
only in keywords
and Muro
are quickly
vertical outreach
in enterprises
(Webb 2019;
et al.
dubbed as “redundant” when contrasted with the alleged
2019).
capabilities of AI. Another factor is that not all adjustments
are
implemented
businesses
merely
because
can
These
and other intests,
however,
suffer
from they
a whole
technically
be done. Puttingrestrictions
technological
innovations
into
range of methodological
which
can strongly
practice,their
including
the area
of AI technology,
needs special
reduce
validity.
In particular,
the performed
jobs
considerations
and requires
actual limitations
to be putand
in
and
tasks are frequently
described
only in keywords
place.
The following
will provide
systematic with
overare
quickly
dubbed assection
“redundant”
whena contrasted
view
of the capabilities
potential implementation
the alleged
of AI. Another (and
factoritsis boundaries)
that not all
of AI in a specific
It seeksinto provide
an essential
adjustments
are workplace.
implemented
businesses
merely
and
progressive
differentiated
of
because
they view
canof the
technically
be understanding
done. Putting
the
purpose ofinnovations
AI application
the labour
environment
as
technological
intoinpractice,
including
the area
aofwhole,
which targets
the substitution
of labour onlyand
in
AI technology,
needs
special considerations
selected
Section 4).to be put in place. The
requires cases
actual(seelimitations
following section will provide a systematic overview
of
the
potential
implementation
(and
its
boundaries) of AI in a specific workplace. It seeks to
provide an essential and progressive view of the
differentiated understanding of the purpose of AI
application in the labour environment as a whole,
which targets the substitution of labour only in selected
cases (see Section 4).
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BUSINESS IMPLEMENTATION FOR FACING
THE TENSION BETWEEN PROFITABILITY
AND REGULATION
Several
what extent
extent AI isis
Several factors
factors influence
influence whether
whether and
and to
to what
actually
The first factor
factor isis the
the
actually used
used in
in individual
individual businesses.
businesses.The
technological
ofof
AI.AI.The
The second
is is
what
AI
technologicalperformance
performance
secondfactor
factor
what
isAI allowed
to to
dodo(what
frameworks
areare
in inplace:
is allowed
(whatregulatory
regulatory
frameworks
place: under
what
conditions,
whattasks,
tasks, and
and with
under
what
conditions,
forforwhat
with what
what
requirements AI
AI can
second
point
inrequirements
can be
beimplemented).The
implemented). The
second
point
cludes ethical
regulatory
limitations
as well
as the
includes
ethicaland
and
regulatory
limitations
as well
as quethe
stion of how
can be
production
question
of much
how AI
much
AI integrated
can be into
integrated
into
and labour processes:
its “integration
of
production
and labouri.e.,
processes:
i. e. ,capacity”.Both
its “integration
these factors
framework
for aabusiness
decision
capacity”.
Bothestablish
of thesea factors
establish
framework
for a
on whether
an investment
will be truly
in a
business
decision
on whetherinanAIinvestment
in beneficial
AI will be truly
given case.The
third
factor
what
the what
business
beneficial
in a given
case.
The (the
third issueof
factor (the
issueof
the
calculation
of costs and
income
willincome
look like)
particularly
business
calculation
of costs
and
willis look
like) is
hard to addressin
case of
about
the
particularly
hard tothe
address
in AI.
the The
casedecision
of AI. The
decision
actual implementation
of AI in businesses
thusindepends
on
about
the actual implementation
of AI
businesses
whatdepends
AI can doonand
whatAIit can
is allowed
do, asit well
as what
thus
what
do andtowhat
is allowed
to
it can
bringasto
theitbusiness
do,
as well
what
can bringintoquestion.
the business in question.

be driven
by aand
general
technological
optimism
(a deismight
nonetheless
made
an investment
in AI is
carried out,
it
sire to present
oneself
a “front-runner”),
or itoptimism
might simmight
be driven
by aasgeneral
technological
(a
ply be acting
upon the
adviceasof often
exaggerating consuldesire
to present
oneself
a “front-runner”),
or it
tancy institutes
advocating
a technological
might
simply be
acting for
upon
the advice future.As
of oftena
result, even expensive
and disastrous
are quite
exaggerating
consultancy
institutesinvestments
advocating
for
(note, for
example,
experience
with the “CIM
apossible
technological
future.
As atheresult,
even expensive
and
Ruins” [Computer-integrated
the 1970s
disastrous
investments are Manufacturing]in
quite possible (note,
for
and 1980s).On
the otherwith
hand,
productive
of
example,
the experience
thethe
“CIM
Ruins” potential
[ComputerAI might not
be utilised at all
of general
uncertainintegrated
Manufacturing]
in because
the 1970s
and 1980s).
On
ty and
scepticism.In
cases, an
informed
the
other
hand, the both
productive
potential
of discussion
AI might and
not
impact
assessment
the application
of AIuncertainty
technology and
can
be
utilised
at all of
because
of general
help reduceIn theboth
uncertainties
the decision-mascepticism.
cases, affecting
an informed
discussion
king processesin
businesses. of the application of AI
and
impact assessment
technology can help reduce the uncertainties affecting
What
are the expected
outcomes
of AI application in the
the
decision-making
processesin
businesses.
working environment or directly in the workplace?In which
areas are
doesthe
(orexpected
could) AIoutcomes
play a role?Ultimately,
suchinquesWhat
of AI application
the
tions are relevant
if we take
consideration
fact that
working
environment
or into
directly
in the the
workplace?
AI which
implementation
(the
In
areas doeswill
(oraffect
could)operational
AI play a functionality
role? Ultimately,
“functionality
ofare
labour”)and
qualitative
conditions
such questions
relevant ifalter
wethe
take
into consideration
and fact
the power
in thewill
workplace
and across
the
that AIrelationships
implementation
affect operational
anentire company.
functionality
(the “functionality of labour”) and alter
the qualitative conditions and the power relationships
Based
the current
potential-focused
in
the on
workplace
and(qualitative)
across anentire
company. analysis,
it can be expected that AI implementation will likely affect
cognitiveonroutine
in this
sense, “routine”
should be
Based
the tasks;
current
(qualitative)
potential-focused
more broadly
to include
progressive
AI capabilianalysis,
it canformulated
be expected
that AI
implementation
will
ties (see
more
on thisroutine
in Section
present,
tasks
likely
affect
cognitive
tasks;4).At
in this
sense,such
“routine”
alreadybeencompass
suchformulated
things as to
theinclude
processing
of stanshould
more broadly
progressive
AI
dard cases (see
in finance,
insurance,
medicine,
care,such
and
capabilities
more on
this in Section
4). health
At present,
many areas
the law.In these
role that
tasks
alreadyof encompass
such areas,
things AIasplays
theaprocessing
goesstandard
beyond merely
data, insurance,
making predictions,
of
cases evaluating
in finance,
medicine,
and producing
in rehealth
care, anddiagnostics:
many areasit isofalso
theactively
law. Ininvolved
these areas,
search.However,
the discussion
about
pattern
recognition
AI
plays a role that
goes beyond
merely
evaluating
data,
in the medical
field hasand
shown
that a full-scale
replacement
making
predictions,
producing
diagnostics:
it is
of human
decision-making
isnot (yet)
possible.the
At discussion
the same
also
actively
involved in research.
However,
time, there
hasrecognition
been enough
evidence
provehas
thatshown
AI coabout
pattern
in the
medicalto field
uld be
used in an
assistant of
capacity
this is isdone
that
a full-scale
replacement
human provided
decision-making
not
within
reasonable
limits.
(yet)
possible.
At the
same time, there has been enough
evidence to prove that AI could be used in an assistant
The social
and care
provided
to people
are another
capacity
provided
thisservices
is done within
reasonable
limits.
field of potential AI implementation which demonstrates its
limitations.Construed
as theprovided
physicaltoagents
AI,another
robots
The
social and care services
peopleofare
are often
the barometers
of the degree
of the
automatisafield
of potential
AI implementation
which
demonstrates
tionlimitations.
of a production
line oras
service
as a consequence
diits
Construed
the physical
agents ofofAI,

Regardless of
of the frameworks, many business
Regardless
business contexts
contexts
make itit difficult
what
investments
in AIinwillAIactumake
difficulttotogauge
gauge
what
investments
will
ally meanmean
for production
and labour
and whether
actually
for production
and processes,
labour processes,
and
they could
helpcould
achieve
theachieve
desiredthe
progress
in production.
whether
they
help
desired
progress in
Because of Because
the fact of
thatthethefact
application
technology
production.
that the of
application
of
changes as changes
much as as
technology
itself,
such decisitechnology
much as changes
technology
changes
itself,
ons are
hard toare
make
speed and
such
decisions
hardfor
to many
makebusinesses.The
for many businesses.
The
scope and
of AIscope
development
in the coming
years
is wideyears
open.
speed
of AI development
in the
coming
is
With open.
individual
it is difficult ittoisestimate
wide
Withimplementations,
individual implementations,
difficult
how
fast the
adaptationadaptation
to AI usetowill
be
to
estimate
howoperational
fast the operational
AI use
applied
and howand
long
it will
last.Moreover,
regulatory
will
be applied
how
long
it will last. the
Moreover,
the
frameworkframework
is a fast-changing
variable because
it isbecause
only in
regulatory
is a fast-changing
variable
manystages
areas.Finally,
it isareas.
difficult
to assess
ititsisinitial
onlystages
in its ininitial
in many
Finally,
it is
whether to
the technology
can be successfully
integrated
difficult
assess whether
the technology
can into
be
the work organisation
a business
and organisation
whether it can
successfully
integrated ofinto
the work
of aca
tually improve
the overall
processes
production
the
business
and whether
it can
actuallyinimprove
the or
overall
provision of
very much
“soft” This
facprocesses
in services.This
production depends
or the provision
of on
services.
tors, namely,
the“soft”
interaction
between
AI and
peodepends
very whether
much on
factors,
namely,
whether
ple (colleagues,
so on)will
succeed
and is
the
interaction customers,
between and
AI and
people
(colleagues,
sufficiently productive.If
concustomers,
and so on) thisinteraction
will succeed fails,
and negative
is sufficiently
sequences cannot
ruled out.fails, negative consequences
productive.
If this be
interaction
cannot be ruled out.
The tension between moving technological boundaries, unclear tension
regulatory
framework,
and technological
operational functionality
The
between
moving
boundaries,
makes the
decision-making
concerning
making
unclear
regulatory
framework, process
and operational
functionality
economic
uncertain.If
positive decision
is
makes
theinvestmentsvery
decision-making
process aconcerning
making
nonethelessmade
and very
an investment
is carried
out, it
economic
investments
uncertain. in
If aAIpositive
decision
5
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robots
gitisation
are
and
often
the related
the barometers
impact on labour
of theand
degree
employment
of the
(cf.
automatisation
Dauth et al. 2017;
of aBessen
production
2018).AIline
can control
or service
a robotic
as
system
a consequence
which in of
theory
digitisation
could carry
and out
theallrelated
kinds of
impact
assistanon
ce activities
a company or
recognition,
labour
and in
employment
(cf.household.Image
Dauth et al. 2017;
Bessen
sensors,
actors
(thata is,robotic
all technologically
complex
con2018). AIand
can
control
system which
in theory
struction
thus
capableinof
fulfilling
could carryunits)
out allare
kinds
of increasingly
assistance activities
a company
diverse
human-like
services
or
household.
Image tasks.Nevertheless,
recognition, sensors,personal
and actors
(that
make
it particularly evident
that
reasonableunits)
decisions
and
is,
all technologically
complex
construction
are thus
emotional tasks
will still
need todiverse
be largely
performed
by
increasingly
capable
of fulfilling
human-like
tasks.
humans.One of
the reasons
for make
this isitthat
AI cannot
deveNevertheless,
personal
services
particularly
evident
lop human
emotions
(simulations
are possible,
but will
havestill
so
that
reasonable
decisions
and emotional
tasks
far
been
very limitedbyinhumans.
comparison
huneed
to qualitatively
be largely performed
Onewith
of the
man emotional
reason
is thatemotions
humans,
reasons
for this expressions).Another
is that AI cannot develop
human
as emotionalarebeings,
willbut
accept
reasonable
information
(simulations
possible,
have so
far been qualitatively
about limited
themselves
from with
other human
people rather
than
very
in primarily
comparison
emotional
from
machines.For
the
insurance
business,
expressions).
Anotherexample,
reason is in
that
humans,
as emotional
where
assessment
insurance claims
is fully automatibeings,thewill
accept ofreasonable
information
about
sed,
the communication
rejected
claims
is normally
carthemselves
primarily fromofother
people
rather
than from
ried out byFor
people.Overall,
we have
to assume
thatwhere
activimachines.
example, in the
insurance
business,
ties
which require
emotionalclaims
intelligence
and empathy,the
as
the assessment
of insurance
is fully automatised,
well
as those that
making
decisions,
willout
larcommunication
ofinvolve
rejected
claimsethical
is normally
carried
gelypeople.
remainOverall,
in the human
domain
for some
time.
by
we have
to assume
that activities
which
require emotional intelligence and empathy, as well as
The
actual
are made
AI application
in a
those
thatdecisions
involve that
making
ethicalabout
decisions,
will largely
company
or ahuman
workplace
consequently
influence the posremain
in the
domain
for some time.
sible quantitative impact of AI on employment in a business,
industry,
sector, and
overall
economy.The
The
actualordecisions
thatultimately
are madethe
about
AI application
in
following
section
theconsequently
quantitative effects
on ema company
or a discusses
workplace
influence
the
ployment quantitative
based on various
assumptions.The
conclusion in
is
possible
impact
of AI on employment
thatindustry,
neither the
threatening
scenario ofthe
technoloareached
business,
or sector,
and ultimately
overall
gy-driven unemployment
nor a new
“Pareto
economy.
The following section
discusses
theefficiency”are
quantitative
likely.Nonetheless,
the idea
thatonAIvarious
and digitisation
will lead
effects
on employment
based
assumptions.
The
to
a furtheris reached
polarisation
labour,
income,
conclusion
thatof
neither
theemployment,
threatening scenario
and
status is worthy of
consideration:nor
the aless
controlled
of technology-driven
unemployment
new
“Pareto
the
manner are
in which
and digitisation
enterthat
the AI
labour
efficiency”
likely. AI
Nonetheless,
the idea
and
environment,will
thelead
greater
polarisation.
digitisation
to athe
further
polarisation of labour,
employment, income, and status is worthy of consideration:
the less controlled the manner in which AI and digitisation
enter the labour environment, the greater the polarisation.
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4
GREATER POLARISATION IN
THE LABOUR MARKET
The discussion
discussionabout
aboutthethe
quantitative
impact
of digital
The
quantitative
impact
of digital
technology implementation
on employment
has beenhas
going
on
technology
implementation
on employment
been
for
several
years
now.
Quite
a few
notable
cogoing
on for
several
years
now.
Quite
a few studies
notablehave
studies
me tocome
the conclusion
that the digitisation
of the labour
enhave
to the conclusion
that the digitisation
of the
vironment
will result in
massive
upheavals
the form in
of the
job
labour environment
will
result in
massiveinupheavals
losses.ofThis
applies
(perhaps
most
of all) most
to AI of
and
form
job also
losses.
This also
applies
(perhaps
all)the
to
growing
use
of machine-learning
systems. systems.
AI
and the
growing
use of machine-learning

any
other;
all, even
inroutine
is likeafter
any other;
afterthe
all,simplest
even the routine
simplest tasks
routineare
tasks
corporated
into work
processes
as well
theaswhole
orgaare
incorporated
into work
processes
as as
well
the whole
nisation andand
cannot
be be
simply
organisation
cannot
simplybroken
brokenupupand
andstructured
structured
anew. Many
routine
taskstasks
are valuable
preanew.
Many ofofthese
thesesimple
simple
routine
are valuable
cisely because
theythey
require
practical
knowledge
and expeprecisely
because
require
practical
knowledge
and
rience that that
is hard
transfer
and formalise.
In otherInwords,
experience
is to
hard
to transfer
and formalise.
other
it is something
that AI hasthat
not AI
been
sufficiently
words,
it is something
hasable
notto been
able reto
produce so far.
A static,soisolated,
separable
understansufficiently
reproduce
far. and
A static,
isolated,
and
ding of routine
work often
does notwork
do justice
to thenot
tasks
separable
understanding
of routine
often does
do
in question
turn only
exaggerates
justice
to and
the intasks
in question
andtheinrealistic
turn capaonly
bilities of AI.the
Therealistic
capacity
of humanoflabour
is, on
the conexaggerates
capabilities
AI. The
capacity
of
trary,
means
that determined
are qualitative
and conhumandetermined
labour is, onbythe
contrary,
by means
that
text-dependent
and context-dependent
cover a broad spectrum
of activities
are qualitative and
and cover
a broad
(Pfeiffer/Suphan
2015). Knowledge
that 2015).
is not formalised
spectrum of activities
(Pfeiffer/Suphan
Knowledge
but “tacit”
(Autor 2015)
beyond
that
is not formalised
but “goes
tacit”
(Autorformal
2015) qualifications
goes beyond
and involves
such human
intuition,
gutsenses
feeling,
formal
qualifications
and senses
involvesas such
human
as
and emotions.
It also comprises
general
and
intuition,
gut feeling,
and emotions.
It knowledge
also comprises
common knowledge
sense, i.e., precisely
the degree
general
and common
sense,of i.understanding
e., precisely
which
AI and machine
learning still
have AI
great
to
the degree
of understanding
which
andlengths
machine
reach. If the
capabilities
part of
learning
still labour
have great
lengthsaretonot
reach.
If this
the perceplabour
tion
(if that is
will perception
quickly transpire
the
capabilities
areeven
notpossible),
part of itthis
(if thatthat
is even
pendulumit has
yet transpire
swung tothat
the the
AI side
and that
possible),
will not
quickly
pendulum
hasthere
not
is stillswung
a longtojourney
ahead
achieve
yet
the AI
sidetoand
that simple
there isand
stillinformal
a long
human capabilities
the labour
context.
journey
ahead to inachieve
simple
and informal human
capabilities in the labour context.
The binary opposition between routine and non-routine
tasks
is therefore
very
limitedroutine
and encourages
a premature
The binary
opposition
between
and non-routine
tasks is
definition of
digital
technologies
(including AI atools)
as intherefore
very
limited
and encourages
premature
struments
of human
It is evident,
however,
definition of
digital replacement.
technologies (including
AI tools)
as
that
the existing
processes
and organisation
of work
are
instruments
of human
replacement.
It is evident,
however,
becoming
owingand
to organisation
AI: driver less
that
the more
existingefficient
processes
of transport
work are
systems,
man-robot-collaboration
(cobots),
smart transport
glasses,
becoming more
efficient owing to AI:
driverless
3D-print
additive manufacturing,
digital smart
assistance
syssystems, and
man-robot-collaboration
(cobots),
glasses,
tems,
resource manufacturing,
planning, digital digital
twins, and
other
3D-printenterprise
and additive
assistance
innovations
are increasingly
becoming
parttwins,
of theand
compasystems,
enterprise
resource planning,
digital
other
ny-level and industry-wide
division
of labour.part
Such of
systems
innovations
are increasingly
becoming
the
have far-ranging
on individual
andSuch
are accomcompany-level
and effects
industry-wide
division ofjobs
labour.
systems
panied,far-ranging
in many cases,
by a concentration
workflow
have
effects
on individual ofjobs
and and
are
workload
(Dispan/Schwarz-Kocher
2018).Inbyaddition
to the
accompanied,
in
many
cases,
a concenqualitative
of these
alterations(Dispan/Schwarz-Kocher
in labour, this devetration
of aspects
workflow
and workload
lopmentInalso
leads toto possible
quantitative
changes.
But
2018).
addition
the qualitative
aspects
of these
drawing conclusions
on specific (negative)
alterations
in labour, based
this development
also leads quantitatitopossible
ve
employment
impacts
not doconclusions
justice to the
inherent
quantitative
changes.
Butdoes
drawing
based
on
complexity
of routine
tasks. employment impacts does not do
specific
(negative)
quantitative
justice to the inherent complexity of routine tasks.

Methodologically speaking,
speaking, the
the reasons for such results
Methodologically
in lausually include
include the
thecomparison
comparisonofofprofession
professionprofiles
profiles
in
bour market
statistics
as wellasas assessments
of technology
labour
market
statistics
well as assessments
of
potential based
on AI based
development
the numbersorofthe
retechnology
potential
on AI or
development
gistered patents.
This patents.
aids the This
argument
in the next
numbers
of registered
aids thethat
argument
that
two
decades
up to
a half of
could
in the
next two
decades
upalltojobs
a half
ofbe
alleliminated
jobs coulddue
be
to
digitisation,
particularly
as particularly
a consequence
of using AI.
eliminated
due to
digitisation,
as a consequence
Professions
transport,
logistics,inmanufacturing,
and serof
using inAI.
Professions
transport, logistics,
vices
are among and
the most
endangered.
Low-the
and most
midmanufacturing,
services
are among
dle-income groups
will middle-income
beat the centregroups
of thewill
job-cutting
endangered.
Low- and
beat the
process,of and
this is why
technologically
centre
the job-cutting
process,
and this isdriven
why
unemployment driven
furtherunemployment
catalysed by digitisation
would by
actechnologically
further catalysed
celerate existing
polarisation.
In addition
manual routine
digitisation
would
accelerate
existing topolarisation.
In
activities,machine
learning
andactivities,
mobile (lightweight)
roboaddition to manual
routine
machine learning
tics
cognitive
taskscould
without
firm specificaand could
mobileperform
(lightweight)
robotics
perform
cognitive
tions
thus firm
bringspecifications
about upheavals
the bring
middleabout
and
tasks and
without
and inthus
upper stratain ofthe
the middle
workforce
(Frey/Osborne
2013;of2017;
upheavals
and
upper strata
the
Muro et al. (Frey/Osborne
2019).
workforce
2013; 2017; Muro et al. 2019).
There isis aaconsensus
consensus that
that digitisation
digitisation can
can potentially
potentially lead
lead to
to
There
the substitution
only
question
is how
greatgreat
this
the
substitutionofoflabour.
labour.The
The
only
question
is how
potential
is and
whatwhat
counterforces
therethere
will be
they
are
this
potential
is and
counterforces
willifbe
if they
necessary.
TheThe
difference
directdisruption
disruption in
in
are necessary.
differencebetween
between aa direct
the labour
moderating
effects
is usually
mademade
by a
the
labourmarket
marketand
and
moderating
effects
is usually
“net
across society
et (Arntz
al. 2017;etArntz
et al.
by a calculation”
“net calculation”
across (Arntz
society
al. 2017;
2018; et
Dauth
et al. Dauth
2017; et
Fuchs
et al. Fuchs
2018).etJobs
or activities
Arntz
al. 2018;
al. 2017;
al. 2018).
Jobs
eliminated
by eliminated
digitisation are
with
jobs in other
or activities
by contrasted
digitisation
arenew
contrasted
with
areas.
Growing
propelled
by digitisation
brings
new jobs
in otherproductivity
areas. Growing
productivity
propelled
by
macroeconomic
competitive
advantages,
added advantages,
value, and
digitisation brings
macroeconomic
competitive
ultimately
(McKinsey
Global
Institute
added value,employment
and ultimatelyeffects
employment
effects
(McKinsey
2018; World
Economic
Forum Economic
2018).
Global
Institute
2018; World
Forum 2018).
A common
common assumption
assumptionininthe
thescenario
scenario
technologyA
of of
technology-dridriven
unemployment
is that
primarily
simple
ven
unemployment
is that
primarily
veryvery
simple
taskstasks
can
can
be automated.
Nonetheless,
the higher
the routine
be automated.
Nonetheless,
the higher
the routine
degree
degree
of an the
activity,
the
the for
potentialis
for its
of an activity,
greater
thegreater
potentialis
its substitution.
substitution.
Profound
research
has clearly
shown
that
Profound research
has clearly
shown
that no
routine
is no
like
7
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theother
otherhand,
hand,
potential
for substitution
is
On the
the the
potential
for substitution
is accompanied by positive
employment expectations.
accompanied
by quantitative
positive quantitative
employment
Up
to the individual
limit,work
intensification
is
expectations.
Up to burn-out
the individual
burn-out
limit, work
connected withis aconnected
growth inwith
productivity.
and
intensification
a growthDigitisation
in productivity.
the
implementation
of AIimplementation
require investments
made,
Digitisation
and the
of to
AI berequire
and
these investments
more orcan
less
eminvestments
to be made,can
andmean
theseeither
investments
mean
ployment.In
optimistic
scenario,Inthe
digital
either
more an
or less
employment.
an implemented
optimistic scenario,
technology
will lead todigital
a technological
upgrade
change
the implemented
technology
willandlead
to
the
capital structure
in and
a business.
Rising
overall
ema technological
upgrade
change the
capital
structure
ployment
is thus a consequence
of the
growing demand
for
in
a business.
Rising overall
employment
is thus
a consequence
concrete typeofofthe
capital.
Thedemand
increasefor
in aproduction
degrowing
concrete type
mand
in industries
providing
the inputs
for thisintype
of caof
capital.
The increase
in production
demand
industries
pital leadsthe
to inputs
growing
employment
in theleads
economy
as a
providing
for this
type of capital
to growing
whole.
employment in the economy as a whole.

a reality
as a as
result
of digitiEven ifif higher
higherwages
wagesbecome
become
a reality
a result
of
sation
in an in
industry
or the economy
as such, as
thissuch,
does this
not
digitisation
an industry
or the economy
mean not
that mean
potential
will materialise
in
does
thatpurchasing
potential power
purchasing
power will
new purchasing
activities
in eitheractivities
the sameinor either
other busimaterialise
in new
purchasing
the
ness areas.
A lotbusiness
depends areas.
on other
such asontheother
way
same
orother
A factors,
lot depends
digitisation
creates
a new
of economic
factors,
such
as the
way structure
digitisation
creates demand
a new
(for instance,
new purchasing
patterns),
howvia
high
or
structure
of via
economic
demand (for
instance,
new
low earners patterns),
profit fromhow
it, and
savings
rates
currently
purchasing
highwhat
or low
earners
profit
from
shape
economy.
Until currently
now it hasshape
been the
empirically
obit, and the
what
savings rates
economy.
served
qualified
profits from
digitisation
Until that
nowhigher
it has
beenlabour
empirically
observed
that
and human
activity
aremostly
complemented
by it. There
is
higher
qualified
labour
profits
from digitisation
and
flexible
for thearemostly
corresponding
products and
human demand
activity
complemented
byserviit.
ces provided
by the workforce;
the same
however,
There
is flexible
demand atfor
the time,
corresponding
there
is inflexible
labour supply
in these
areas
(i.e., a shorproducts
and services
provided
by the
workforce;
at
tage
of skilled
performed
by workers
the same
time,workers).
however,Activities
there is inflexible
labour
supply
with
lowerareas
qualification
paintofa different
picture.
in these
(i. e. , profiles
a shortage
skilled workers).
The
demand performed
for manual activities
is relativelywith
inflexible
as
Activities
by
workers
lower
far
as their price
is concerned;
price of manual
qualification
profiles
paint ifa the
different
picture. activiThe
ties
dropsfor
duemanual
to digitisation,
them does
demand
activitiesthe
is demand
relativelyforinflexible
as
not as
risetheir
correspondingly.
We areif now
the
far
price is concerned;
the experiencing
price of manual
preliminarydrops
stagedue
of “Polarisation
4.0”the
(cf. demand
Autor et for
al.
activities
to digitisation,
2017;
them Autor/Salomons
does not rise2017).
correspondingly. We are now
experiencing the preliminary stage of “Polarisation 4.
The
automatic
interconnection
between digitisation,
0” (cf.
Autor et
al. 2017; Autor/Salomons
2017). boosts
to productivity, and a growing (macroeconomic) demand
for
as implied
by several involved
actors, digitisation,
turns out to
Thelabour,
automatic
interconnection
between
be rather
It still and
remains
to be seen
whether digitiboosts
to dubious.
productivity,
a growing
(macroeconomic)
sation
and
increasing
use ofby
AI several
will have
positiveactors,
or nedemand
forthe
labour,
as implied
involved
gative out
effects
employment.
lot depends
turns
to on
be labour
ratherand
dubious.
It stillAremains
to on
be
what
directiondigitisation
is taken and
relevant regulatory
fraseen whether
and the increasing
use of AI will
mework.
A laissez-faire
policy would
good path
have
positive
or negative
effectsnotonbe alabour
and
towards
a digitised
work-oriented
society.
On direction
the contrary,
employment.
A lot
depends on
what
is
uncontrolled
digitisation
AI on framework.
the top threatens
to
taken
and the
relevant with
regulatory
A laissezthrow
our work-oriented
itstowards
current a“balance”.
faire policy
would not be society
a good off
path
digitised
In the end, theresociety.
will be On
(too) the
few winners
(too) many
work-oriented
contrary,and
uncontrolled
losers.
digitisation
with AI on the top threatens to throw our
work-oriented society off its current “balance”. In the
end, there will be (too) few winners and (too) many
losers.

Furthermore, investments in digitisation technology alter
the cost structure and thus also the relative competitiveness
cutcut
their
costscosts
thanks
to digiof companies.
companies.Businesses
Businessesthat
that
their
thanks
to
tisation
can can
lower
theirtheir
prices
and and
increase
the the
demand
for
digitisation
lower
prices
increase
demand
their
products
and services
correspondingly,
provided
there
for their
products
and services
correspondingly,
provided
is constant
demanddemand
from other
the economy
there
is constant
fromsectors
other ofsectors
of the
(Arntz
et al.
2018).
Consequently,
the outputthe
of output
the inveseconomy
(Arntz
et al.
2018). Consequently,
of
ting
increases and
producesand
newproduces
income innew
the
the businesses
investing businesses
increases
form
of in
wages,
profits,
and capital
income.
An important
income
the form
of wages,
profits,
and capital
income.
aspect
in this scenario
thescenario
competitiveness
effect as well
An important
aspect inisthis
is the competitiveness
as
the as
division
of the
earnings
into
labour-related
effect
well as
division
of capitalearningsand
into
capital- and
income.Rising productivity
reduces
the production
coststhe
for
labour-related
income. Rising
productivity
reduces
automated
which can lead
to a growth
inprofits
production activities,
costs for automated
activities,
which can
lead
or aangrowth
increased
demand
for increased
work in non-automated
activito
inprofits
or an
demand for work
in
ties.
Corresponding
simulations
have shown
that this have
is ofnon-automated
activities.
Corresponding
simulations
ten
followed
by long-term
surges inby
thelong-term
overall demand
shown
that this
is often followed
surges for
in
the workforce
in the economy
(Fuchs et al.in2018).
overall demand
for the workforce
the economy
(Fuchs et al. 2018).
Looking at these and similar considerations more closely, it
becomesatapparent
they
strongly relymore
on closely,
spill-over
Looking
these andthat
similar
considerations
it
effects from
one sector
another.
However,
much
becomes
apparent
thatto they
strongly
rely they
on are
spill-over
more complex
thansector
is commonly
assumed.
Many problems
effects
from one
to another.
However,
they are
emerge;
if capital
productivity
in relation
to work,
much
more
complex
than is increases
commonly
assumed.
Many
technological
innovations
generally increases
labour-saving,meaproblems emerge;
if capitalare
productivity
in relation
ning
that ittechnological
is rather unlikely
that growing
productivity
woto
work,
innovations
are generally
labouruld
resultmeaning
in increased
wages.
If labour
saving,
that average
it is rather
unlikely
thatis replaced
growing
by technologywould
faster result
than new
labour is created,
techproductivity
in increased
average then
wages.
If
nology isreplaces
work;
and no increase
labour
demand
labour
replaced
by technology
fasterinthan
new
labour in
is
other sectors
is necessarily
created.
Ultimately,
created,
then technology
replaces
work;
and no digitisation
increase in
decisions
made byina other
business
will always
be the result
of a
labour
demand
sectors
is necessarily
created.
calculation of
relative factor
prices,made
i.e., relative
prices forwill
all
Ultimately,
digitisation
decisions
by a business
necessary
It is therefore
not unlikely
always
be production
the result factors.
of a calculation
of relative
factor
that
digitisation
will beprices
accompanied
by sinking
average
prices,
i. e. , relative
for all necessary
production
wages,
the substitution
effect
leads
to a decreased
factors. because
It is therefore
not unlikely
that
digitisation
will be
labour demandby
(Acemoglu/Restrepo
accompanied
sinking average 2018).
wages,Ultimately,
because the
the
outcome willeffect
be a growing
firstlabour
on thedemand
labour
substitution
leads to inequality
a decreased
market and then in the
whole
economythe
(Korinek/Stiglitz
(Acemoglu/Restrepo
2018).
Ultimately,
outcome will
2017).
This context
also highlights
for amarket
regulatory
be a growing
inequality
first onthe
theneed
labour
and
framework
a redistribution
of profits from innovations,
then in the or
whole
economy (Korinek/Stiglitz
2017). This
because otherwise
the overall
technolocontext
also highlights
the outcome
need forfrom
a regulatory
gy-driven innovation
be negative for of
society
as a whole
framework
or a canredistribution
profits
from
when
compared
with the
situation before
the innovation
innovations,
because
otherwise
the overall
outcome
(Acemoglu
2019).
from technology-driven
innovation can be negative
for society as a whole when compared with the situation
before the innovation (Acemoglu 2019).
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5
AN OUTLINE FOR A HOLISTIC
TECHNOLOGY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
In the
the foreseeable
foreseeablefuture,
future,however,
however,
it seems
it seems
thatthat
we we
will will
not
not
be addressing
the fundamental
question
of whether
be addressing
the fundamental
question
of whether
people will bewill
working
not. Technology-driven
unemployment,
people
be orworking
or not. Technology-driven
being a potentiallybeing
comprehensive
and comprehensive
long-lasting state
of
unemployment,
a potentially
and
affairs, principally
a scenario
that
is itselfarooted
in
long-lasting
state involves
of affairs,
principally
involves
scenario
technological
like a new progress,
“Pareto efficiency”
that is itself progress,
rooted in just
technological
just like
for
labour
and employment.
a new
“Pareto
efficiency” for labour and employment.

the
potential
of technology,
including
its social
impact.
In
potential
of technology,
including
its social impact.
In this
regard,
this
regard, the establishment
of an by
AI the
observatory
by the
the establishment
of an AI observatory
German Ministry
1
. in
German
forAffairs
Labour
is a step
for LabourMinistry
and Social
is aand
stepSocial
in the Affairs
right direction
the right direction1.
In addition to technological advances, the ongoing
In addition to of
technological
advances,
the ongoing
transtransformation
labour, industry,
and individual
workplaces
formation
labour, industry,
individual workplaces
and labourof contexts
has to and
be continuously
assessed.
and labour contexts
has to of
be AI
continuously
assessed.
ReRepresentative
evaluations
implementation
in the
presentative
evaluations
of scarcein
AI implementation
in the
labour
context
have been
Germany as
welllabour
as in
context One
haveexception
been scarce
in Germany
well as
in Europe.
Europe.
is a joint
researchas
project
between
the
One exception
is a joint research
between
the union
AmeAmerican
IT corporation
IBM and project
the German
services
rican IT
and the
German services
union Ver.
Ver.
di,corporation
which hasIBM
been
commissioned
to enable
the
di, which has
commissioned
to enable(IBM
the application
application
of been
Watson-AI
for IBM customers
2019). The
of Watson-AI
for IBM
customers
(IBM 2019).
project
project
specifically
pursues
the question
of whatThe
effects
AI
specifically
pursues
question
of what
effects AI impleimplementation
couldthe
have
for services
activity.
mentation could have for services activity.
In order to make a broadly defined and labour-focused
In order to impact
make assessment,
a broadly defined
and labour-focused
technology
it is necessary
to categorise
technology
impactgauge
assessment,
it is necessary
and continuously
the application
formstoofcategorise
AI in the
and
continuously
the application
forms
AI in not
the
labour
context. In gauge
the process,
the primary
aimof
should
labourbecontext.
In the process,
the primary
aim should
not
only
to observe
the technical
differences
between
only beAItosystems
observeorthe
technical
between vavarious
determine
thedifferences
degree of technological
rious AI systems
or also
determine
the degree
technological
advancement,
but
to understand
theofrole
which AI
advancement,
butplay)
alsointoa understand
the role which
AI
plays (or should
company. This
will then
plays (or different
should play)demands
in a company.
will then defidefine
on This
the role
regulation
and
ne different demands
on the
regulation conditions
and transparency
transparency
of AI as well
as framework
for the
of AI as well
as framework
for of
the workers
required and
parrequired
participation
and conditions
competence
ticipation
and competence
of workers and their representatheir representation
in the business.
tion in the business.
Such a technology assessment impact needs adequate
Such
a technology
assessment
impact
needs
cacategorisation
and tools
which can
be used
on adequate
the company
tegorisation
tools which
can be The
usedcategorisation
on the company
level as well and
as across
the industry.
will
level asrequire
well asthe
across
industry.
The
will
initially
use the
of two
aspects
of categorisation
AI implementation
initially
require theinuse
of two
aspects
AI implementation
in
the workplace
order
to set
up a of
matrix
describing the
in the workplace
order to set up
the
consequences
of in
implementing
AI aasmatrix
part describing
of the labour
consequences(Albrecht
of implementing
AI asprocess
part of the
organisation
2020). The
will labour
have orto
ganisation (Albrecht
The processdimension,
will have toi. distindistinguish
between 2020).
a “horizontal”
e. ,
guish between
a “horizontal”
dimension,
i.e.,
AI
whether
AI should
serve as a tool
to support
or whether
replace the
should
serve
as a tool to
or replace
work be
of
work of
employees
(A),support
or whether
it the
should
employees (A), as
or whether
it should of
be implemented
as an
implemented
an instrument
human resources
instrument of human
management
(B). resources
Examples management
in the (B).
A Examples
category
in the Achatbots
category
include
chatbots used
communicate
include
used
to communicate
with to
customers
or to

Nonetheless, in
in order
order to
to achieve
achieve and
and maintain
maintain aa socially,
socially,
Nonetheless,
economically, and environmentally balanced work-oriented
society within such a highly dynamic
dynamic process
process as
as digitisation,
digitisation,
thethe
impact
of technology
imit will
will not
notsuffice
sufficetotoevaluate
evaluate
impact
of technology
plementation and
fine-tune
thethe
corresponding
measures
by
implementation
and
fine-tune
corresponding
measures
means
of regulation.
The rapid
development
of coreofdigital
by
means
of regulation.
The rapid
development
core
technologies,
with AIwith
and AI
machine
learninglearning
at the current
digital technologies,
and machine
at the
technological
frontier, frontier,
requires requires
a continuous
and holistic
current technological
a continuous
and
approachapproach
to labour to
andlabour
the socio-economic
dimension of
holistic
and the socio-economic
technology
2020).
dimension of(Kellermann/Obermauer
technology (Kellermann/Obermauer
2020).
As was mentioned above, the relevant aspects
aspects of such an
approach
haveyet
yettoto
defined.
is harder
it
approach have
bebe
defined.
ThisThis
is harder
than itthan
might
might seem
at first
development– – be
be it
seem
at first
sight,sight,
sincesince
thethedevelopment
technological,
– is –very
technological, corporate,
corporate, orormacroeconomic
macroeconomic
is dynavery
mic. Defining
the first
aspect
– technology
and
dynamic.
Defining
the discussed
first discussed
aspect
– technology
the
of its potential
– is difficult,
not impossible,
and prediction
the prediction
of its potential
– is ifdifficult,
if not
even for AI developers.
software Both
and hardware
impossible,
even for AIBoth
developers.
software keep
and
on hitting severe
barriers
of further
hardware
keep on
hitting
severe development.
barriers of Develofurther
ping them beyond
these barriers
is not impossible,
butissuch
development.
Developing
them beyond
these barriers
not
advancement
kindadvancement
of wild card which
callsofforwild
a whole
impossible,
butis asuch
is a kind
card
numbercalls
of detailed
solutions
in diverse
areas solutions
and labour
which
for a whole
number
of detailed
in
contexts.
Besides,
it cannot
be ruled
out itthat
many
diverse
areas
and labour
contexts.
Besides,
cannot
beindiviruled
dualthat
typesmany
of artificial
intelligence
establish
a form ofwill
AI
out
individual
types ofwill
artificial
intelligence
that
will be
capable
performing
activitiesofaimed
at its
establish
a form
of AIofthat
will be capable
performing
initially defined
as a sort
of general-purpose
activities
aimed purpose
at its initially
defined
purpose as a intelsort
ligence (Russel 2019).
At present,(Russel
however,
this seems
to be
ofgeneral-purpose
intelligence
2019).
At present,
a rather unlikely
scenario.
however,
this seems
to be a rather unlikely scenario.
It isis important
important to
to continuously
continuously and
and carefully
carefully observe
observe all
technological
openopen
and indetechnological developments
developments ininsociety.
society.An An
and
pendent technology
impact
independent
technology
impactassessment
assessmentwhich
which isis focused
focused
a
on specific
specific uses
uses as
as well
wellasassocial
socialimpact
impactthus
thusremains
remains
fundamental
the tangible
evaluation
of
a fundamentalprerequisite
prerequisite for
forthetangible
evaluation
of the
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with
evaluate
customers
an insurance
or to evaluate
claim. an
Examples
insurance
in claim.
the B Examples
category
may
in theinclude
B category
the use
mayof
include
AI to the
produce
use ofshift
AI toschedules,
produce shift
put
schedules,
teams together,
put teams
assesstogether,
performance,
assessor
performance,
select applicants.
or select applicants.
There is also
a “vertical”
dimension
the
There
is also a “vertical”
dimension
to the
processintowho
processthe
in final
whodecision.
makes the
final
Here,
it is impormakes
Here,
it isdecision.
important
to differentiate
tant
to differentiate
whether the
decision-making
should
whether
the decision-making
should
remain within
the
remain withinofthe
competence
peopleto(1)AIor(2).
be shifted to
competence
people
(1) or beofshifted
AI (2).
As far as the role that could be assumed by AI on
As
far as thelevel
roleisthat
could bethere
assumed
by following
AI on a corpoa corporate
concerned,
are the
four
rate level is concerned,
are the following
implementation
modes:there
The technology
can be four
a toolimplethat
mentation
modes: The
technology
be a replace
tool thatthem
will
will
either support
employees
(A1) can
or partly
either Additionally,
support employees
(A1) or partly
them (A2).
(A2).
the technology
can replace
also support
the
Additionally,
the in
technology
can also support
the decisions
decisions made
human resources
management
(B1) or
made in human
management
autonomously
takeresources
over the process
(B2). (B1) or autonomously take over the process (B2).

oriented society as a whole.
Four action levels are of particular importance: (1) a suitable
political-regulatory
transparency
obFour
action levels areframework,
of particular(2)importance:
(1) about
a suitable
jectives and operating
modes of AI
technology applicapolitical-regulatory
framework,
(2) ortransparency
about
tion
in specific
(3) participation
in the
objectives
and cases,
operating
modes of ofAIemployees
or technology
implementation
and cases,
use of(3)
the
technologies,
and (4) emapplication
in specific
participation
of employees
in
ployee
competence to
deal
the
implementation
and
usewith
of AI
theconstructively
technologies,and
andcriti(4)
cally.
employee
competence to deal with AI constructively and
critically.
(1) As far as AI implementation in numerous areas of the
labour
world
it will in
benumerous
necessary areas
to carry
(1)
As far
as is
AIconcerned,
implementation
of out
the
inspections
ensure further
of carry
the exislabour
world(and
is concerned,
it willdevelopment)
be necessary to
out
ting
regulations
and institutions.
An essentialofarea
data
inspections
(and ensure
further development)
the is
existing
protection. The
General
Protection
regulations
andEuropean
institutions.
An Data
essential
area Regulais data
tion
(GDPR)The
introduces
such
important
principlesRegulation
as “privaprotection.
European
General
Data Protection
cy by design”
and such
“privacy
by default”,
and as
it defines
(GDPR)
introduces
important
principles
“privacythe
by
rules thatand
shall
also apply
for all categories
of AI the
systems
design”
“privacy
by default”,
and it defines
rules
and shall
that also
shallapply
be put
practice. of
In AI
addition,
makes
that
forinto
all categories
systemsitand
that
roombeforput
more
national
lawmakers
shall
intospecific
practice.regulations
In addition, for
it makes
room
for more
when
comes to for
employee
protection
to the
specificitregulations
nationaldata
lawmakers
whendue
it comes
to
special
interdependence
of employees.
special proemployee
data protection due
to the specialSuch
interdependence
tection
rights should
become
a necessary
of employees.
Such special
protection
rightsoption,
shouldespecialbecome
for AI implementation
withinforthe
and B2 matrixes.
Of
aly necessary
option, especially
AIB1
implementation
within
course,
theB2
regulation
affectsthe
other
areas, such
the
the
B1 and
matrixes.also
Of course,
regulation
also as
affects
adaptation
labour
labour
and protection,
the rights
other
areas,ofsuch
as protection,
the adaptation
oflaw,
labour
of the participating
of regulating
labour
law, and theworkers.
rights ofAn
theexample
participating
workers.this
An
area would
be the prohibition
fully automated
decisions
example
of regulating
this areaofwould
be the prohibition
of
madeautomated
about layoffs.
fully
decisions made about layoffs.

(2) Another
essential
importance
for theforimpleAnother matter
matterof of
essential
importance
the
mentation of AI of
is the
of its goals
and
functioimplementation
AI transparency
is the transparency
of its
goals
and
nalities, so far as
self-learning
systems.
functionalities,
so this
far isaspossible
this is with
possible
with self-learning
Such
a transparency
primarily requires
settingthe
up setting
of crisystems.
Such a transparency
primarilythe
requires
teria
use for
in data
and evaluation
as well
as
up offor
criteria
use incollection
data collection
and evaluation
as well
establishing
what
as
establishing
whatdecisions
decisionswould
wouldbe
betaken
takenon
onthe
thebasis
basis of
of
this data (categories
(categories A1
A1 and
and B1) or made by it (A2
(A2 and B2).
The
The most
most important
important question
question here
here isis whether
whether people
people would
would
control technology
technology or
or vice versa.
control
versa. It is
is not
not imperative
imperative to
to fully
fully
exclude decisions
made by AI;
exclude
decisions made
AI; however, itit isis necessary
necessary to
to
The
create a system in which
The different
different categories
categories can help clearly
clearly define
define the various
various
create
which humans
humans do
do not
not become
become aa mere
mere
requirementsfor
forthe
theframework
framework
conditions
under
which
AI “appendage”
orderand
andwill
willalways
alwayskeep
kerequirements
conditions
under
which
AI can
“appendage” to
to aa machine-made
machine-made order
ep the
higher
decision
command
in both
overall
process
canimplemented
be implemented
for use
in such
a way
does
justice
be
for use
in such
a way
thatthat
does
justice
to the
higher
decision
command
in both
thethe
overall
process
as
as well
as critical
in critical
individual
situations.
is partito
socially
economically
sustainable
(best well
socially
andand
economically
sustainable
work work
designdesign
(best labour
as in
individual
situations.
This This
issueissue
is particularly
cularly sensitive
casesAIwhen
AI in
is used
in processes
of
labour practice).
can be assumed
that the (technological)
practice).
It can beItassumed
that the (technological)
regulatory sensitive
in casesinwhen
is used
processes
of personal
personal management
(B1 Even
and B2).
Eventhese
though
these deregulatory
demand
in small,
A1 is while
ratheritsmall,
quite
demand
in A1
is rather
is quitewhile
high itin isB2.
For management
(B1 and B2).
though
decisions
are
cisions by
are made
by (human
resources)
management
high in B2.
Forplatforms
example,present
work platforms
present
anthe
extreexample,
work
an extreme
case of
B2 made
(human
resources)
management
“only” “only”
upon
me case of
the B2
category,
ultimately
the entire
upon recommendations
made
by AI
the problem
category,
because
ultimately
thebecause
entire “business
organisation”
recommendations
made by
AI (B1),
the(B1),
problem
is that it isis
“business
organisation”
more or less
it is frequently
impossible
the management
to
will be more
or less taken will
overbe
autonomously
bytaken
AI. over au- that
frequently
impossible
for the for
management
itself toitself
follow
tonomously by AI.
follow
the AI-made
recommendation.
is partly
because
the AI-made
recommendation.
This is This
partly
because
many
many
AI providers
notany
allow
any into
insight
their sysThis categorisation can contribute to the establishment of AI
providers
do not do
allow
insight
theirinto
systems.
It is
This
categorisation
can contribute
establishment
of tems.
It is also self-learning
because self-learning
it diffitechnology
impact
assessmentto the
practices
for AI
also because
systems systems
make itmake
difficult
to
cult to understand
andtheir
follow
their recommendations
technology
impact
practices
AI implementaimplementation
atassessment
the workplace.
Thisfor
seems
necessary understand
and follow
recommendations
as long as as
no
tion
at the
This of
seems
because
the “explanation
long as no “explanation
function”
is made available.
because
theworkplace.
advancement
socialnecessary
institutions,
including
function” is made
available.
advancement
institutions,
including
the solely
workplathe
workplacesofin social
question,
should not
be driven
by
ces in question, should
not be driven
solely by technologi(3) The
The implementation
implementation of
of AI
AI systems
systems in
in specific
specific national
national
technologically
disruptive
developments.
More (3)
cally disruptive
developments.
More where
institutions
should be business
business and
and labour
labour contexts
contexts also
also means
means that
that AI
AI has
has to be
institutions
should
be established
the application
established
where thecan
application
of with
new social
technologies
can integrated into the respective
structures. In
of
new technologies
be aligned
norms and
respective stakeholder structures.
be alignedaswith
norms
and demands
as welland
as with
that that
the employees
and the and
represendemands
wellsocial
as with
individual
workplaces
the Germany, this
thismeans
means
the employees
the
of their of
interests
should participate
in this process
individual
workplaces
and the role of labour in the tatives
role
of labour
in the workrepresentatives
their interests
should participate
in this
from early on (in other European countries, different AI-rework-oriented society as a whole.
10
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process
from early on
(in other
different
lated participation
rules
are inEuropean
place). Itcountries,
is a challenge
to
AI-related
in of
place).
It is a challenge
to
make sure participation
that such an rules
earlyare
form
participation
will actually
and
transparently
practice, employers
ofmake
sure
that such an take
early place.
form ofInparticipation
will actually
ten
access totake
the place.
necessary
information
whichoften
they
and lack
transparently
In practice,
employers
ought
to make
their employees
andought
their relack
access
to theaccessible
necessaryfor
information
which they
to
presentatives
because
AI providers
do representatives
not make the
make
accessible
for theirthe
employees
and their
information
Further
demand
regulation
has
because
thetransparent.
AI providers
do not
makefor
the
information
arisen
from the
fact demand
that AI systems
are learning
in thefrom
butransparent.
Further
for regulation
has arisen
siness
environment
and, as opposed
to non-learning
IT systhe fact
that AI systems
are learning
in the business
tems,
are constantly
altering to
the
technological
basis. This
environment
and, as opposed
non-learning
IT systems,
are
dynamic character
learning
systems is
of great
constantly
altering ofthe
technological
basis.
Thissignificandynamic
ce to all stakeholders
and has issooffargreat
beensignificance
underestimated
character
of learning systems
to all
as far as regulation
Agreements concluded
stakeholders
and hasissoconcerned.
far been underestimated
as far as
between social
and business
partnersconcluded
concerning
AI sysregulation
is concerned.
Agreements
between
tems
to change
nature: AI
in systems
the place
ofneed
consocial will
andneed
business
partnerstheir
concerning
will
stantly
applied
regular
betweenapplied
social
to change
theirrules,
nature:
in theconsultations
place of constantly
partners
and consultations
new centralised
and decentralised
conflict
sorules,
regular
between
social partners
and new
lution mechanisms
will need toconflict
be planned.
centralised
and decentralised
solution mechanisms
will need to be planned.
(4) Such “process agreements” may not be completely
newSuch
for trade
unions
and workers’
howe(4)
“process
agreements”
may representatives;
not be completely
new
ver,
in order
to address
the specific
challenges of
AI implefor trade
unions
and workers’
representatives;
however,
in
mentation,
it will
continuously
eduorder
to address
thebecome
specific necessary
challenges to
of AI
implementation,
cate
in technical,
legal, and especially
culturalin
it
will workers
become necessary
to continuously
educate workers
issues. This
makes
possible for
tradeissues.
unions
to makes
enter ait
technical,
legal,
anditespecially
cultural
This
new field:
know-how
focused
on AI issues
possible
forindustry-wide
trade unions to
enter a new
field: industry-wide
could help focused
train andonsupport
workers’
representatives
and
know-how
AI issues
could help
train and support
employees.
They could, for
instance,
participate
the cerworkers’
representatives
and
employees.
They in
could,
for
tification
AI applications
regarding behaviour
and perinstance, of
participate
in the certification
of AI applications
formance
control functions,
at least with
standard
appliregarding behaviour
and performance
control
functions,
at
cations.
a certification
couldSuch
helpaavoid
an inhibited
least
withSuch
standard
applications.
certification
could
implementation
of AI systems
by facilitating
above
help
avoid an inhibited
implementation
of AI the
systems
by
process of the
employee
representatives’
involvement,
even
facilitating
above process
of employee
representatives’
though
it could
replace
it duenot
to replace
the mentioned
involvement,
evennot
though
it could
it due toperthe
manent changeability
of the systems.
mentioned
permanent changeability
of the systems.
crucial
for the
Finally, employee
employee qualifications
qualificationswill
willbe be
crucial
for sucthe
cessful introduction
andand
useuse
of AI
It has
to be
successful
introduction
of systems.
AI systems.
It has
toenbe
sured
that
employees
ensured
that
employeesare
arequalified
qualifiedtotooperate
operateAIAIsystems
systems
and are ready
ready to
to assume
assume new
new tasks,
tasks, ifif necessary,
necessary, when
whenthe
the
tasks they have been performing thus far are replaced
replaced by
by AI.
AI.
The
qualification measures
measuresought
oughttotoextend
extend
operaThe qualification
to to
thethe
operation
tion
of businessactivity-focused
systems
well
of businessand and
activity-focused
systems
as as
well
as astotoa
afundamental
fundamental understanding
understanding of
system
in place,
incluofthethe
system
in place,
ding the logic
behind
it. They
should
also mediate
the new
including
the logic
behind
it. They
should
also mediate
the
capabilities
which which
will arise
the altered
new
capabilities
willthrough
arise through
theactivities
altered
during the
use of
AIuse
systems.
activities
during
the
of AI systems.
The
The four
four action
action levels
levels described
described above
above contribute
contribute to
toaanew
new
social
the the
disruptive
and dysocial framework,
framework, which
whichcould
couldsettle
settle
disruptive
and
namic technology
dynamic
technologydevelopment
developmentwithin
withina apredictable
predictableand
and
transparent
institutionalcontext.
context.
The
social
objective
to
transparent institutional
The
social
objective
is toisapply
applyan
such
an institutional
framework
to prevent
of
such
institutional
framework
to prevent
a loss aofloss
control
control
the technology.
It also
aimsAItoand
give
AI and digiover
theover
technology.
It also aims
to give
digitisation
the
tisation
necessary
room for advancement
and while
applica-at
necessarythe
room
for advancement
and application,
tion,
while attime
the same
timeone
allowing
one to calculate
theof
the same
allowing
to calculate
the impact
impact of technology
on a workplace,
the professions,
affected profestechnology
on a workplace,
the affected
and
sions,
and
the overall
economy,
establish reliable
the
overall
economy,
and andtoto establish
reliable
control mechanisms
on various
Otherwise,there
there
is
control
mechanisms on
various levels.
levels. Otherwise,
is the
the danger that the work-oriented society will suffer a gre11

ater
polarisation
income groups,
and will
thussuffer
a much
danger
that the in
work-oriented
society
a greater
polarisation in
a whole.and
Should
to regulate
polarisation
in society
incomeasgroups,
thuswe
a fail
much
greater
digitization in the
context
workShould
on thewe
abovementioned
polarisation
society
as a of
whole.
fail to regulate
levels, thereinwill
a substantial
the working sodigitization
thebe
context
of workthreat
on thetoabovementioned
ciety as
a whole.
technological
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